
 

POOL NATION FX – What’s new? 

Since its release in April 2015, Cherry Pop Games, and more recently the Steam community have worked 

tirelessly playing, testing and polishing this already shinny title. This document will provide a list of 

What’s New to Pool Nation FX: 

 

 The file size on STEAM has been reduced to 2.2GB 

 Loading times have been massively reduced – game loads quickly and smoothly   

 Game is smoother and more polished, we have also updated the cameras to aid smooth 

transitions. 

 New 96 table Pool hall lobby has been added to facilitate easy match making online The all new 

social hub of activity - the 'Pool Hall' the most exciting virtual Pool Hall you will find in a pool 

game, helping you find the right match quickly 

 Massive improvements to the difficulty levels of the AI. 

 Overhaul of the Snooker AI, to ensure safety play and adherence to all snooker rules 

 Snooker cloth speed has been realistically implemented and centre pockets re-modelled 

 The NEW collection is in - and collecting is fun: You compete to win, raise your profile and also 

your in game bank balance, but where do you spend it? There are cues, balls, decals, 

celebrations, locations and trickshot objects to spend your hard earned cash on. Your collection 

is yours to use, and there is a one stop shop in game to see what you've unlocked and what’s left 

to collect. 

 Endurance Mode achievements have been made easier, they are now 3mins, 6mins, 9mins and 

12mins so the time to hit is shorter and more achievable 

 Manual drop-stop has been implemented in Endurance Mode so the player has control when the 

drop stop happens (or auto drop-stop can be selected) 

 A new Endurance HUD now clearly shows when the next ball drops. 



 Characters have been added in game to add atmosphere 

 Crowd sounds controlled by a slider 

 More in game graphics controls 

 Quicker to find online matches on Steam 

 General reported bug fixes. 

 Change game type in Practice - 8Ball, 9Ball and Snooker 

 New intro sequence 

 New VIP room 

 

Want to know what’s next for Pool Nation FX? Let’s just say playing 1v1 isn't enough for Cherry Pop 

Games, we want to see bigger lobbies, taking social pool to a larger scale... watch this space. 

 

 

Steam Keys are available on request. 
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cherry Pop Games 

Email: gemma@cherrypopgames.com 
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